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Abstract

With increasing complexity of electronic systems, au-
tomation tools are dominating the design activities. Though
there has been marked progress towards hardware synthe-
sis and software synthesis independently, interface synthe-
sis still remains a troublesome issue for large systems due
to its inherent intricacies. We present the interface synthe-
sis problem in a general codesign environment, discuss the
issues involved and highlight possible strategies for solving
it. The paper also presents a survey of some approaches for
interface synthesis and compares them in a broad frame-
work.

1 Introduction

A typical codesign environment has a number of com-
ponent processes assigned for execution either in hardware
or in software. These components have an obvious inter-
action requirement in order to meet the system functional-
ity. Interface among these processes serves their interaction
needs, while still respecting the cost and performance con-
straints on the complete system. With impressive advance-
ments in high level synthesis tools, the component (hard-
ware as well as software) synthesis activity time has been
improved considerably. This has generated real challenge
for interfaces generation. Interface generation process must
be able to explore the design space in minimum time in such
a way that the resulting interface meets the communication
requirements of the processes, and is also cost effective.
There has been significant work towards automation of in-
terface synthesis. But due to the wide range of applications,
their distinct target architectures, and their specific cost and
performance constraints, the automation work still remains
case specific. Moreover the exact problem to be solved also
differs in different cases.

Though different viewpoints for classification of issues
in interface synthesis have been presented by researchers,
the perspective remains confined to a subset of problem at-

tributes. This paper attempts to present a general frame-
work and broader perspective for a qualitative analysis of
strengths and loopholes of existing approaches in this area.

In section 2, we explain the steps involved in interface
synthesis and identify the subproblems in interface synthe-
sis. In section 3, we discuss some significant approaches .
In section 4, problem characterization issues are highlighted
and in this perspective, we compare the different approaches
presented. Section 5 concludes the survey.

2 Interface Synthesis Flow and Subproblems

The problem of interface synthesis is discussed here un-
der a general codesign framework. Figure 1 presents a
simplified version of codesign methodology described by
Rozenblit et al. [15].

The partitioner takes the verified and simulated system
model as input including the constraints, and generates a
hardware software partition. Outcome of partitioning are
hardware description, software description and the interac-
tion requirements between the two. Hardware and software
component descriptions along with their interaction require-
ment are used for interface synthesis. The components are
synthesized according to their specifications. With compo-
nents of defined functionality and defined interfaces, system
simulation can now be performed.

Here system partitioning and interface synthesis are
shown as two separate blocks, but in some cases, inter-
face synthesis is integrated with partitioning (for example,
Knudsen et al. [9]). Such an integration requires an accu-
rate modeling of the area and time of transmission part, re-
ception part and channel of communication. An appropriate
selection from a library under the specified constraints leads
to savings in terms of area, which can be utilized for making
a modification in the initial hardware-software partitioning
of functionality so long as the overall system constraints are
respected.

Within this methodology of codesign, researchers have
proposed approaches for interface synthesis for different ap-
plication scenario. Figure 2 shows an abstract flow diagram
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Figure 2. Abstract Interface Synthesis Flow

highlighting major activities involved in interface synthesis.
Starting from the interface specifications there could be

two synthesis approaches -

1. Custom implementation, which is a direct synthesis
approach, and

2. Library based selection, which is based on design
space exploration with pre-synthesized modules.

In custom generation, the flow takes the course of inter-
face classification and interface generation. Interface classi-
fication decides about the type of interface e.g. send and for-
get, strobe based, handshaking based or FIFO based. This
activity needs knowledge about the communicationparame-
ters of component processes, such as average and peak data
transfer rates, number of process instances active simulta-
neously, etc. An algorithm for interface classification is dis-
cussed by Svantesson et al. [17]. Next step is the synthesis
of identified interface type. Here, we have a specific data
transfer protocol which has to be generated afresh. Several
approaches address this subproblem. Some of the works se-
lected for discussion in this paper are by Smith et al. [16]
and Passerone et al. [13].

Alternatively, in library based approach tasks include
communication service identification, protocol selection
and implementation selection. Communication service
identification explores the service primitives which will be
used by the communicating processes. Protocol selection

ensures support for the required primitives. Implementa-
tion selection gives a cost effective solution to implement
the selected protocol. Daveau et al. [3] and Knudsen et al.
[9] follow this approach.

The interface solution obtained by any of these tech-
niques needs to be optimized. This is based on consider-
ing efficiency in terms of utilization of resources (busses,
control signals, control FSMs, buffers etc.) and thus reduc-
ing cost under given constraints. This has been addressed
by Filo et al. [4] specifically and is also incorporated by
Passerone et al. [13], Narayan et al. [11] and Svantesson et
al. [17].

Depending on the type of interacting components, the
desired interface can be synthesized either in complete iso-
lation when the component is fixed as in case of IP or a
library module, or together with the component functional-
ity when the component is synthesizable or is available as a
soft core.

Finally, the simulation phase is used to evaluate the gen-
erated solution. The simulation need not be only for the
detailed interface level, but for a design methodology with
step by step reduction of interface abstraction (as discussed
by Rowson et al. [14]), interface can be simulated at each
step.

Each major activity forms a subproblem to be solved.
The subproblems which are to be solved thus are dependent
on the application environment. Depending on the overall
implementation environment, a subset of subproblems are



addressed by individual researchers. A detailed discussion
on steps in communication synthesis (without integration
with partitioning) can be found by Kleinsmith et al. [7].

3 Some Approaches for Interface Synthesis :

Interface synthesis has been considered as an integral
part of all the codesign envimments with varying degree of
emphasis depending on the focus of the design activity, and
the domain of applications targeted. The approaches con-
sidered here address the problem of interface synthesis ei-
ther with different objectives and/or with different assump-
tions. We can view these approaches in the perspective of
the abstract interface synthesis flow discussed in section 2.

3.1 Custom Generation Approaches

Custom generation approaches synthesize interfaces di-
rectly from the description of the interconnected compo-
nents. In this category we have considered work by Smith
et al. [16], Passerone et al. [13], and Narayan et al. [11].
Work of Svantesson et al. [17], and that of Chou et al. [2],
though not discussed due to space limitations but are con-
sidered for comparison in section 4.

3.1.1 POLARIS Appraoch [16]

POLARIS [16] is a hardware composition tool developed
at Stanford University. In this tool, communication proto-
cols of the system components are handled through corre-
sponding specific FSMs. An FSM is synthesized to map
the individual communication protocol into a standard pro-
tocol to form a part of a proposed general interface archi-
tecture (shown in figure 3). The method allows the design
to generate a synchronous interface between two hardware
components possibly operating at different frequencies.

The approach covers interface generation block of inter-
face synthesis flow in figure 2. Issues which are not han-
dled automatically here are: determination of queue length,
communication address mechanism, and arbitration mecha-
nism.

3.1.2 UCB Approach [13]

Passerone et al. at University of California at Berkeley, de-
scribe an algorithm [13] used in a program named PIG, for
synthesis of Verilog code in the form of a finite state ma-
chine which ensures consistent data transfers between two
IP blocks with different signalling protocols. The two com-
municating IP blocks are assumed to be driven by common
clock. Communication behaviour of interacting processes is
expressed in the form of regular expressions. These regular
expressions are converted into equivalent finite automata.
The automata are then multiplied to find product machine
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Figure 3. General Interface Architecture

which ensures that the data transfers are consistent with
both protocols.

The approach optimizes the interface, but the assump-
tions taken put too much restriction on the form of commu-
nication. Interface generation and optimization blocks of
figure 2 are covered by this approach.

Another approach, based on one-sided protocol transfor-
mation is illustrated by Madsen et al. [10]. This work ad-
dresses the problem of customized implementation of inter-
face between two modules.

3.1.3 UCI Approach [11]

Narayan et al. [11] at University of California Irvine, de-
scribe an algorithm for bus generation. This is implemented
and integrated with SpecSyn, a system-level partitioner.
Objective is to synthesize a least cost bus width which can
support a given set of communication channels under spec-
ified constraints such as data transfer rates, no. of pins etc.
The channels may be transferring data at different rates, and
in different width. Problem parameters used are bus width,
bus delay, maximum bus rate, process computation time,
process communication time, number of channel accesses
during lifetime of process and total number of bits needed (
including address bits) in a single data transfer.

In synthesizing the bus, the attempt is to utilize the idle
time slots of one channel for data transfers of other channels
over the same bus while maintaining the condition that the
bus rate is not less than the sum of average channel rates.

The approach requires an arbiter scheme to handle bus
conflicts, and consequently delay analysis for such an arbi-
tration needs be done. This is not discussed (but mentioned)
in the paper. The algorithm covers interface optimization
block of the interface synthesis flow (figure 2).

Communication cost minimization under deterministic
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flow of data transfers is described by Gasteier et al. [5].
Filo et al. [4] discuss a method to optimize interface (con-
trol signals as well as bus) by minimizing synchronizing
overhead, looking at causal dependencies and timing rela-
tionships between messages.

3.2 Library Based Approaches

These are the approaches in which the interface reqire-
ments are implemented through appropriate service primi-
tives and these primitives are in turn implemented through
selection of suitable protocol seleceted from a protocol li-
brary. Under library based approaches, works by Daveau et
al. [3] and Knudsen et al. [9] are considered.

3.2.1 TIMA/INPG Approach [3]

In this approach by Daveau et al. [3] at TIMA/INPG Lab-
oratory, Institut Polytechnique de Grenoble, France, design
space exploration is carried out to optimize the use of re-
sources and to minimize the cost by solving communica-
tion synthesis problem as an equivalent allocation problem.
Algorithm described in the paper makes use of a cost func-
tion to evaluate different allocation alternatives. It expects
availability of a library of communication units, a realistic
cost function, and a communication estimator. Communi-
cation between processes is assumed to be through abstract
channels with the help of communication service primitives
available for the channel. Required communication units
(CUs) are selected from a library as shown in figure 4 and
are instantiated with the help of an implementation library
during the synthesis step.

Advantage of such an approach is that a large design
space can be explored and that it is general enough to be

applicable for a large class of codesign problems. It cov-
ers all the activities in library based category and also the
interface optimization activity of figure 2.

3.2.2 LYCOS Appraoch [9]

PACE is a dynamic programming algorithm in PALACE
hardware/software partitioning and design space explo-
ration tool used in LYCOS cosynthesis system. This system
was developed at Department of Information Technology at
the Technical University of Denmark. Knudsen et al. [9]
have extended PACE algorithm by integrating partitioning
with interface synthesis. The approach underlines the influ-
ence of communication related overhead in codesign over
the partition choices. The approach explores communica-
tion synthesis options along with the partitioning activity.
This approach takes into account data transfer rates, com-
munication protocol type, operating frequencies of system
components and the area and timing influences of drivers
and driver calls needed to perform communication. The tar-
get architecture considered is simple one, having one soft-
ware module (processor) and one hardware module (copro-
cessor), which are to be interfaced with the help of the avail-
able options for communication (e.g. PCI, USB, etc.). With
reference to figure 2, all the blocks in library based selection
category and the interface optimization block are covered.

Detailed models discussed by Knudsen et al. [8] are used
to estimate communication overhead in terms of delay as
well as area. The algorithm for partitioning is modified to
incorporate the estimates obtained by these models, and de-
sign space is explored for available communication chan-
nels.

Work by Jensen et al. [6] also underlines importance of
suitable partitioning through a case study.

4 Problem Characterization

The different approaches considered in the previous sec-
tion point to the fact that the solutions to the subproblems
in interface synthesis are specific to the application environ-
ment and underlying assumptions. We discuss the different
possible attributes which characterize the interface synthe-
sis problem and then present a table to compare the dis-
cussed approaches along these lines.

4.1 Level of Abstraction

We need to deal with interface related issues at various
stages of synthesis activities, beginning with the most ab-
stract level of passing messages to low level physical and
electrical characteristics of interface. These abstraction lev-
els represent different units of data transaction. Ortega
et al. [1] present levels of interfaces at different design



stages and the related concerns. A suitable abstraction level
allows the designer to focus on necessary details at cur-
rent design/simulation/verification stage, while not bother-
ing about further details. This concept is formally discussed
by Rowson et al. [14]. Advantages of such an approach are

• formal verification is easier and speedier

• simulation is modular, and easier

• large design space exploration possible

While [16], [13], and [11] work at word transfer level, [3]
and [9] start at message passing level and refine it subse-
quently.

4.2 Communication Channel Type

In a typical codesign environment involving multiple
components, communication can be thought of as taking
place through abstract channels. We can catagorize these
channels qualitatively on the basis of properties of commu-
nication such as continuity, blocking/nonblocking nature,
channel sharing, point to point (1 to 1)/ multicast (m to n)
etc. Mattias et al. [12] have discussed a channel classifica-
tion graph.

With reference to this classification, approach in [16] ex-
hibits features of 1 to 1, discontinuous, buffered, unshared
channel. [13] deals with 1 to 1, discontinuous, blocking,
unshared channel. Approach in [11] is applicable for m to
n, continuous/discontinuous, buffered, shared channel. In
[3] and [9] features depend on the library support available.

4.3 Component Type

For implementation of the channels, we also need char-
acterization of the source and destination components. The
different possibilities to be taken care of are :

1. Software - Software communication

2. Software - Hardware communication

3. Hardware - Hardware communication

[16] and [13] deal with Hardware - Hardware communi-
cation. Focus of [11] being only on bus optimization, ap-
proach is indendent of the end components. Capability of
approaches in [3], [9] depend on the library support avail-
able.

4.4 Interface Selection Flexibility

In this direction the possibilities are :

1. Interface is rigid i.e. specified fully by the descrip-
tion of component functionality as applicable for an IP
block. This is the case in approaches in [16], [13] and
[11].

2. Interface is flexible i.e. abstract channels model the
communication behaviour and physical implementa-
tion can be chosen appropriately. This is seen in ap-
proaches of [3] and [9].

4.5 Component Modifiability

Component modifiability facilitates synthesis of compo-
nents along with any synthesized transducer or glue logic
for it. Moreover integration of partitioning with interface
synthesis is possible with modifiable components as the
component can adopt the additional/modified functionality
as decided by the integrated partitioner.

Out of the considered approaches, only [9], takes modi-
fiability into account while rest of the approaches explicitly
or implicitly assume pre-synthesized component blocks i.e.
component not modifiable.

4.6 Comparison of Approaches

Interface synthesis being relatively a new area of active
research, the approaches dealing with offer solutions under
different communication environments. Table 1 compares
some significant approaches including those discussed in
section 3. The synthesis mechanism and the attributes char-
acterizing the problem are shown in addition to the input
and output of the approaches.

5 Conclusion

We have illustrated interface synthesis problem with the
help of a general abstract interface synthesis flow and dis-
cussed the possible diversities and underlying subproblems.
We have also presented selected approaches covering differ-
ent aspects of the problem and compared them in perspec-
tive of the synthesis mechanisms and problem attributes dis-
cussed.

We observe that these approaches have their specific
starting point in terms of the assumptions about the type
of communicating processes and their communication be-
haviour, input specifications, availability of parameters and
available libraries. Moreover they provide solutions for dif-
ferent communication situations, or in different formats.
There is need to be able to identify a suitable interface
synthesis approach for a given application. This requires
knowledge of exact nature of the interaction among the ex-
isting processes, cost and time constraints as well as the
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Table 1. Comparison Table

possibility of future scaling or modification of the applica-
tion. Availability of some benchmark applications may be
helpful in quantitative analysis of these approaches.
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